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A finite-width correction for a two-dimensional membrane described by the Nambu action
modified by the addition of the Ricci curvature scalar is studied. The particular case of a spherical
bubble is considered in some detail.
Z" :Z"(r',p') = Yi'(r')+p'n, ",
where Y"(r') represents the string world sheet,
r'=(r, r') are the two parameters that describe the
string world sheet, n, =(n&, nz) are two normals to the
world sheet such that (n&) =(n2) = —1, and n, n2=0
(our signature is + ———). The corrected action is ob-
tained by making a series expansion in the transversal
variables p' and a transversal integration. One finds, con-
sidering up to second order in p' that the different contri-
butions to the action can be separated into (a) a term that
gives origin to the usual Nainbu action, (b) a term that is
constructed with the Ricci curvature scalar of the
world-sheet metric [this term is only a topological term
(Gauss-Bonnet theorem in two dimensions)], (c) a term
quadratic in the extrinsic curvature, i.e., a Polyakov
term, and (d) a twist term.
If one considers membranes instead of string, i.e.,
three-dimensional timelike hypersurfaces (world tubes)
instead of two-dimensional world sheets, the situation is
similar; the major difference is that now the Ricci curva-
Recently, in the context of cosmic strings, there has
been some interest in higher-order corrections to the
Nambu action. ' These corrections consider the curva-
ture of the string world sheet and physically they add
some thickness to the string. Examples of strings with
curvature corrections are provided by the Polyakov
string and the Lindstrom-Rocek —van Nieuwenhuizen
string. In the case of the Polyakov string the inclusion of
an extrinsic curvature correction changes some of the
properties of the gravitational field associated with the
cusps of the usual cosmic strings.
The purpose of this note is to consider a curvature
correction for a Nambu two-dimensional membrane
evolving in the usual four-dimensional Minkowski space-
time. In particular we study the effect of a curvature
correction in the membrane motion equation as well as
in the metric energy-momentum tensor. The particular,
albeit important, example of a spherical bubble is con-
sidered in some detail.
The usual Nambu action for strings can be obtained
from a field theory by considering in the first approxima-
tion that the fields are "condensed" on the string world
sheet, i.e., by making a change of variables in the action
of the field theory, and then making a limit process. The
Minkowski coordinates Z" are replaced by the new cur-
vilinear coordinates (r', p') defined by
ture scalar does not give origin to a topological invariant,
we have instead a nontrivial perturbation. In this note
we shall consider only this last perturbation. In other
words we shall study the action
S=pof&y(1+aoR )d r, (2)
where JMO is the usual constant for membranes and ao is a
new constant of dimensions of inverse length squared.
The explicit values of these constants depend on the




where X"=X"(r")represents the membrane world tube
and r"=(r, r', 2). R is the Ricci scalar constructed
with y „z. Note that the action S is similar to the action
for the vacuum Einstein equations with a cosmological
constant, but now the dynamical variable is X" instead of
the metric.
The Euler-Lagrange equations for the membrane world
tube reduce to
R„~—V „V~X"V VqX„—V qV~X„V~V X" . (7)
A notable feature of the action (2) is that it gives rise to
second-order differential equations for the membrane
world tube. Note that the Lagrangian density associated
with (2) is unique in that respect, since every other com-
bination of the extrinsic curvature will yield fourth-order
differential equations for the membrane world tube.
The membranes that we shall consider have no boun-
daries, otherwise we need to consider the equation that is
obtained from (2) by imposing the condition that no
canonical momentum escapes through the boundaries.
The metric energy-momentum tensor is defined by the
expression
5$=—' f d xv" 6g
o V q V~X„=O,
where
AB yAB 2~ (R AB iyABR)2
In the derivation of (5) we have made use of the Bianchi
identity, as well as
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where the d x denotes the volume element in the generic
point x" of the Minkowski space. For the action (2) we
find
V'"'(x")= f d r't/'y5 [x X—(r )]T"'(r"),
with
and then begins to contract.
For small values of a (a « A ), we have, for ao) 0,
a = [4a 0+(t —to } ]'
(20)
(21)
Z" =I o~"'O„&~~aX (10)
The conservation of the string energy-momentum fol-
lows from (9) and (5):
8„'7""(x )=@ofd r&y5 [x X(r—)]o" V„VBX',
Alternatively, this fact can also be used to find the equa-
tion of motion as a consequence of energy-momentum
conservation.
To better understand the effect of the curvature scalar
we shall study the particular case of a spherical bubble
represented by the world tube:




0 0 —a sin 0
(13)
. 2
y(X, =1—a ~0. (14)
The motion equation (5) for the world tube (12) reduces
we have made (r, r', r )=(t,8,$); a(t) is the radius of
sphere. The induced metric y~B has the form
The sphere collapses to the radius 2+ao with null final
velocity. This is a new fact produced by the presence of
the curvature term —the nonperturbed bubble collapses
to a point reaching the speed of light. Then, for the
present case (uo) 0) we have that the bubble oscillates
between the radius 2+ao and A. Note that (21) is an ex-
act solution to (16) when we take the integration constant
=0. Thus, we have a bubble that grows from the
minimal radius 2+ao to an infinite radius, reaching
asymptotically the speed of light.
The case ao(0 for a (& A presents a different behav-
ior; we have
( ) i/4( t t ) i /2 (22)
In this case we also have an oscillation, but which is now
between zero and A. In the singular point the velocity is
infinite and the bubble reaches the speed of light at
a =2( —ao)'/; as before for the maximum radius (a = A)
we have zero velocity.
An exact solution of Eq. (15) for an arbitrary value of
the constant ao, and also a solution to (16), is the static
bubble of radius +6a, (ao&0); this solution is unstable.
No static solution exists for the usual Nambu bubble.
Another exact solution of (15) can be obtained by solv-
ing the three-dimensional Einstein equation with cosmo-
logical constant —I /(2ao) for the metric (13):
to
a = (1—a )[1+(6ao/a )(1—a ) ']
And in the first order of ao we have
AB —yAB 2 (g AB iyABg) —02
This equation admits the exact solution
a =[ 2a, +(t—t, )']'" .
(23)
(24)
a = —2(1 —a )/a +12ao/a (16)
a +a /A =1—4a/a (17)
In order to have a timelike world tube in the zeroth order
of ao, i.e., to satisfy relation (14), we have chosen the in-
tegration constant as A
Equation (17) yields the elliptic integral
f ( —4aoA + A x —x ) ' dx =2(t —to)/A; (18)
A motion equation almost identical to (16) has been re-
cently obtained for the center of mass of a spherical AP
kink.
Equation (16) admits the first integral
This solution kinematically behaves essentially as (21).
But its metric energy-momentum tensor is zero. Then it
does not gravitate; i.e., it does not curve spacetime. In
general relativity objects with this property are called
ghosts. " In other words the bubble with radius (24) is a
ghost bubble. We hope to come back to this subject in
another paper.
The study of the previous particular solutions suggests
that the curvature term introduces a thickness in the bub-
ble of the order of Q~ao~; this fact will be confirmed by
the analysis of the energy-momentum tensor. The expli-
cit form of the metric energy-momentum tensor of the
bubble, up to first order in o;o, is
a = A sinlemn[(t —to)/A] . (19)
to is another integration constant.
Equation (18} tells us that for a &) ~uo~ we have that





1 — ( 8"8'+ P"P')
0
(25)
"sinlemn" stands for the Gauss function sine-
lemniscate. ' The bubble expands to the maximum radius
2 in the time
where
H = ( 1,a sinO cosP, a sinO sing, a cosO) /Q yoo, (26)
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0"= (0,cos0 cosP, cos0 sing, —sin8),






a=(1—a )' a=Qy a . (29)
and the Newtonian mass density that is proportional to
(32)
The three vectors H, (9", and P" are orthonormal. rt' is
timelike and the others are spacelike. 8" and P" lie on the
surface of the bubble. When a&=0 we have that (25)
reduces to the mell-known energy-momentum tensor of a
domain wall. ' 8 is the radius of the bubble corrected by
the Lorentz contraction factor. The curvature term
modifies the energy density as well as the membrane sur-
face tension. It is interesting to compare (10) with the
energy-momentum tensor obtained for walls associated
with a o -model' (harmonic-map) type of field theory and
in a particular situation of static gravitating masses. ' In
these cases we find either a tension or a pressure in the
direction normal to the surface. For a generic action
constructed only with the membrane world tube X"(r")
it is possible to show that the components of the metric
energy-momentum tensor in the normal direction to the
membrane are null.
Two other quantities associated with (25) are the trace
This last formula tells us that the curvature term
makes the Newtonian mass either less or more negative
depending if ao) 0 or ao(0, respectively. The uncom-
mon properties of the gravitational field of the domain
walls are due to negative character of their associated
Newtonian gravitational masses. If the velocity of expan-
sion or contraction of the bubble is near the speed of light
we must have always positive energy density. This last
statement can be easily checked using the fact that
=4ao for the solution (21). We find that in this case
the relation (31) as well as the T; component of (25) yield
positive values. But the associated Newtonian mass is
positive [cf. Eq (32)]. In this case the repulsive properties
of the gravitational field of the wall are lost. Thus the
size of the perturbation as well as the sign of the constant
ao play an important role in the properties of the
membrane's gravitational field.
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